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Definition of Domestic Violence
y A pattern of coercive control that may be primarily made up
of psychological abuse, sexual coercion, or economic abuse,
that is punctuated by one or more acts of frightening
physical violence, credible threat of physical harm, or sexual
assault.

KEY CONCEPTS

y Domestic violence is underreported, not

overreported, in divorce and paternity
y Family court orders play a critical role in

enabling or impeding children’s recovery

KEY CONCEPTS

y Domestic violence perpetration is a leading

indicator of child abuse perpetration
y The primary risks to children from batterers

post‐separation are psychological ones.

KEY CONCEPTS
y There is an established profile of men who

use violence against intimate partners.
y A majority of intractable custody disputes

involve histories of domestic violence.

KEY CONCEPTS
y Commonly accepted measures of credibility

can be misleading in cases involving
domestic violence allegations.
y The court needs access to extensive

information of specific kinds.

KEY CONCEPTS
y The mother needs to take steps to keep her

children safe post‐separation.
y Some family courts criticize or punish

battered mothers for their appropriate
protective efforts.

BATTERER PROFILE
Consistently true:

y Coercively controlling, dictatorial
y Entitled / Self‐Centered
y Believes he is the victim
y Manipulative / Good public image

BATTERER PROFILE
Consistently true:

y Skillfully dishonest
y Disrespectful, Superior, Depersonalizing
y Retaliatory
y Danger increases post separation

MYTHS ABOUT MEN WHO BATTER
y Low self‐esteem, insecurity
y Poor, ethnic minority
y “Sees the light”
y These myths can lead to underestimating risk to children
from batterers of other styles.

MYTHS ABOUT MEN WHO BATTER
y Loss of control, poor anger management
y Lack of education
y Poor communication skills

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
ySubstance abuse
yMental illness
yLack of consequences

Batterers’ Risk to Abuse Children
y PHYSICAL ABUSE
y 49% of batterers
y 7x more likely than a non‐batterer
y Correlated with level of physical abuse of

partner

y Other indicators; level of control, substance

abuse, rigid belief system, abused as a child

Batterers’ Risk to Abuse Children
y SEXUAL ABUSE
y 6x more likely than a non‐batterer
y Correlated with presence of violence towards

partner but not with severity

y Other indicators; high entitlement, self‐

centered, use of children to meet his own
needs, manipulative, seeing children as
personal possessions, substance abuse, low
level of involvement in infant care

IMPACT ON FAMILY DYNAMICS
yUndermining of mother’s authority
yInterference with mother’s parenting
yUse of the children as weapons
ySowing of divisions

THE BATTERER IN FAMILY COURT
y Denial, minimization
y Accusations against the mother of mental

health problems, substance abuse, and unfit
parenting.

THE BATTERER IN FAMILY COURT
y Accusations of mutual abuse.
y Will tend to outperform the mother in

psychological testing.

THE BATTERER IN FAMILY COURT
y Will commonly present as the more

“friendly parent.”
y Will not seem capable of the kind of cruelty

or abuse he is being accused of.

THE BATTERER IN FAMILY COURT
y Good under observation.
y Curry favor with the children.
y Can gain power from children’s emotional

starvation.
y Can sometimes be cunning.

Post‐Separation Risks

Abduction
Homicide
Stalking

Post‐Separation Risks
Litigation for custody or unsupervised visitation
Ongoing damage to mother‐child relationships
Physical risk to mother during exchanges and at
other times

Post‐Separation Risks
y Physical, sexual, or psychological abuse of

child (retraumatizing)

y Rigid and authoritarian parenting

(retraumatizing)

y Neglectful, inconsistent, and unsafe parenting

Post‐Separation Risks

Exposure to domestic violence in father’s new
relationship

Learning attitudes and behaviors that lead to

domestic violence perpetration or victimization

Aligning with the batterer, “identifying with the
aggressor”

Post‐Separation Risks

Sabotage of healing relationships, such as

professional therapy or psychoeducational
groups.

Ongoing damage to sibling relationships.

Custody Assessment
y Elements of proper investigation:
y Thorough history taking from beginning of relationship
y Interviews with personnel, and review of records, from
schools, medical, and law enforcement
y Interviews with witnesses
y Interviews with former partners of parents (especially of
alleged abuser)

Custody Assessment
y Elements of proper investigation:
y Testing credibility of interviewees
y Watching your personal reactions and biases carefully
y Cautious interviewing of children
y Telephone records, emails, diaries, other sources of
evidence

Custody Assessment
y Investigation vs. clinical assessment
y Spectrum vs. typology assessment of risk
y Testing credibility of statements
y Pros and cons of making recommendations

Custody Assessment
y Dangerousness
y Level of past involvement
y Primary caretaker
y Undermining of maternal authority

Custody Assessment
y Level of psychological cruelty
y History of involving the children
y Level of control and entitlement
y Substance abuse

Custody Assessment
y Mental health
y Warning signs of child abuse
y Escalation
y Motives for seeking custody / expanded

contact

Custody Assessment
y Myths and realities regarding allegations of parental

alienation in domestic violence cases.
y Myths and realities regarding allegations of child sexual

abuse in domestic violence cases.

Custody Assessment
More considerations….

y How to best promote children’s healing
y How to best promote mother‐child

relationships

y How to best promote sibling relationships
y How to best promote mother’s healing
y How to best promote father’s reform,

acceptance of responsibility for his actions

ELEMENTS OF GOOD PARENTING
y Healthy values and attitudes in general
y Respect for children
y
y
y
y
y
y

Kindness to children
Parenting skills
Not abusing substances
Not perpetrating domestic violence
Having good mental health
Being responsible

Visitation Tiers
ySupervised visitation center
yProfessionally‐supervised off‐site
yMutually acceptable lay supervisor

Visitation Tiers
yBrief unsupervised day visits
yLonger unsupervised day visits
yOvernights (generally not

recommended)

Additional Visitation Concepts
yBurdens of proof
yGo back into greater restrictions as

needed

yExtensive contact rarely best unless the

batterer makes extensive changes

“Solutions” That Don’t Work
yTelling the parents to “learn to get

along for the good of the children.”
yDismissing the mother’s concerns.
yTelling the mother that the abuser has
changed.
yTreating both parents harshly.

Solutions That Do Work
yCreating strict visitation conditions for

the batterer.
yTaking the mother’s concerns seriously.
yPeriodic reviews of compliance with
court orders.

Solutions That Do Work
yUsing specialized domestic violence

services for the batterer, the victim, and
the children.
yImproving communication with other
courts and with child protection.

Solutions That Do Work
yRequiring batterers to pay for

supervised visitation, children’s
therapy, and mother’s legal fees.
yImpede batterers’ ability to use
frequent court dates as an abuse
strategy.

Solutions That Do Work
yAsk batterer programs to provide

reports that evaluate meaningful
indicators of change.
yFocus on children’s healing and
recovery.

Common Assessment Errors
y Inadequate understanding of impact of battering on mother’s
parenting
y Using typologies to assess risk to children (as opposed to
using a “spectrum” approach
y Conclusions or recommendations not following from the
evidence

Common Assessment Errors
y Lack of specialized domestic violence and child abuse
training and supervision
y Over‐interpretation / misinterpretation of psychological
testing data; failure to seek “convergent validity” (APA
Guidelines)
y Strong influence of personal feelings about the alleged
batterer

Common Assessment Errors
y Over‐interpretation/misinterpretation of observations of
children and statements made by them
y Use of psychological theories that are not applicable to abuse
or trauma
y Failure to perform thorough investigation, over‐reliance on
clinical assessment

Common Assessment Errors
y Assuming that children’s emotional and behavioral problems
are caused by the interparental conflict
y Using parental alienation theories to account for allegations
of child abuse or domestic violence
y Using parental alienation theories to account for children’s
desire to avoid contact with an abusive parent

NECESSARY AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE FOR A CUSTODY
INVESTIGATOR
y Parenting assessment (skills, values)
y
y
y
y
y
y

Cultural and racial knowledge and awareness
Child abuse and neglect, incl. sexual abuse
Child development
Domestic violence, incl. impact on children
Mental health
Substance abuse
y Dynamics of divorce, incl. impact on children

